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1
Crystal’s Text Message
The monster has always been
well-dressed and well-loved.
—Austin Channing Brown, I’m Still Here

I

f you were to look at a picture of me or to see me across the room,
you would think to yourself, “There’s a white guy.”
But that would only be because you were socialized to think so.

I’m not objectively “white” in skin color; in fact, like most people
deemed white, I have skin that is various shades of beige, depending
on which body part gets more of the sunshine that activates my limited
measure of melanin. In fact, if you had spotted me prior to the 17th
century—maybe at a religious procession or a beheading in the town
square of one of my European ancestors (you know, just a typical day
3
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of entertainment in medieval history)—the racial concept of “white”
wouldn’t have crossed your mind at all. You may have attempted to
classify me as belonging to one of many European “races” based on
my hair color, facial features and skin tone. Perhaps I might be AngloSaxon, descended from Germanic people who migrated to the British
Islands; or I might be a Frank, another Germanic tribe that took over
Roman Gaul after the Roman Empire. Or my dark hair and brown
eyes may have led you to classify me as an Indo-European tribe member from Italy, or possibly an ancient Greek. Those were just a few of
the dozens of “races” that were commonly recognized in earlier eras.
A few centuries later, most of them were lumped into a new racial
category deemed first “Caucasian,” then “white.”
Crystal, a creative, intelligent, hilarious, tall, beautiful, spiritual,
justice-seeking woman—who society would categorize as “biracial”
under its current racial labeling system—is one of my most thoughtprovoking friends. One day after I moved to Nashville in 2015, I
heard the news of a white supremacist’s killing of nine members of
Emanuel AME Church in Charleston, South Carolina. This news,
combined with a string of highly publicized shootings of unarmed
African Americans by law enforcement officers, led me, along with
many others, to feel deep anguish and frustration.
Several pickup truck owners in my new Southern community,
however, were apparently feeling their own frustration. The Confederate flag that lay draped around the killer’s shoulders in his Facebook photos was being scrutinized more intensely. Was it truly an
appropriate symbol to fly over the South Carolina state capitol? After
the state’s Republican then-governor Nikki Haley and its legislature
agreed that the flag should be taken down, I noticed a copious number of large Confederate flags flying from truck beds around my new
neighborhood.
I texted Crystal.
(C) 2020 Jeff James, published by Broadleaf Books. Not for resharing or selling without permission.
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These shootings are insane. I want to find
a way for white people to be anti-racist.
What can I do?

It’s very simple.
White people are not white.
Get rid of whiteness.

If you are considered white, you may feel disorientation and even
defensiveness about Crystal’s challenge. I did. Like most people, I
assumed that racial categories were immutable. I had heard of some
people attempting to “pass” as another race, and I certainly have been
on board for arguing that all races are equal. But to question the very
reality of race? To be challenged to shed my whiteness as a solution
to what our society was facing? Did that mean everyone should be
challenged to “give up” their race, or just white people? It was jarring
to consider.
Of course, that was Crystal’s point.
If my circle of friends is any indication, not many 50-year-old
white guys ponder the issue of how we came to be classified as white.
I can tell by the odd looks and awkward silences I get when I bring
it up. It’s just assumed to be a fact of life, like breathing or resenting
Tom Brady and the New England Patriots. The origins of race, and
whether racial categories are even a valid way to classify people, are
not topics that most white people have had to ponder. When race
comes up, many of us want to change the subject, because we assume
something controversial is about to be said—something that will
make us feel guilty.
Most of us also want to see ourselves as champions of equality.
Everyone, regardless of race, should be considered equal and treated
(C) 2020 Jeff James, published by Broadleaf Books. Not for resharing or selling without permission.
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the same, right? Although this assumption is actually a relatively new
development among white people, one that arose during my lifetime,
we seem to keep stumbling over ourselves in terms of living this out
economically, spiritually and politically. We assumed that we could
cling to our racial identities and just start treating each other better.
But a funny thing has held us back—something we haven’t really
wanted to admit. We white people like our whiteness and the way
we’ve architected this American culture around it. It works for us. It’s
odd but true: in these modern times, most of “us” have been just fine
with opening entry into this world of whiteness to “others” with different skin colors—as long as it was on “our” terms.
Crystal’s challenge to me—her white friend who had become so
concerned about why this approach hasn’t been working so well—
was to go deeper. What is “whiteness” anyway? Why was it invented?
(And yes, as we’ll see, it was invented.) Is the existence of whiteness—
and perhaps in response, the invention of blackness and other humancreated racial categories—the very obstacle to the kind of equality
we fooled ourselves into thinking was achieved with the election of
President Barack Obama?
The wild pendulum swing of who got elected next is probably a
clue.
This book is the story of how I took up Crystal’s challenge. After
four years of exploring whether her dare was viable and discovering
just how deeply a racial lens had shaped my, “I’m one of the good
guys” assumptions, I can report one thing for sure: It’s not very simple.
Along this journey, I learned more about myself, my country, my faith,
and the origins and applications of race than I ever imagined possible.
I learned answers to questions I never even thought to ask. I learned
why who classifies you and how you are classified carries an immense
set of made-up assumptions that lead to a collection of privileges or
(C) 2020 Jeff James, published by Broadleaf Books. Not for resharing or selling without permission.
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oppressions, often ebbing and flowing to various extremes, depending
on the era you live in and on what piece of soil you reside.
That racial categories carry varying levels of privilege is not a
secret to most who are paying attention these days, of course. What
was surprising to me, and what I eventually found immensely hopeful, is that we have a say in whether we continue to accept this false
and destructive human classification called “race.” To be clear, this
challenge was far different from “not seeing color,” a hollow attempt
at papering over obvious differences in skin hues, as well as the cultural realities that have risen up around them. No, this was a dare
to confront white supremacy by deconstructing its very foundation:
whiteness.
So many friends of color have expressed the exhaustion of having
to explain, educate and speak on behalf of their entire race-categorized community to well-meaning white folks like me. That saddens
me greatly. Another underlying motivation for this book is to identify my blindness, so others can identify it in themselves. By sharing
what I’ve learned, I hope to reduce even a tiny bit of the workload on
people of color.
Really, though, I felt compelled to explore Crystal’s challenge and
determine for myself: Could I shed this whiteness, this racial construct
set before me? I owed my friend an answer.
***
Before Crystal’s text challenge, I had always considered myself part
of the solution—not the problem. Experiences from my youth, along
with some quality parenting from my mother and father, had planted
within me a deep awareness and even sensitivity about injustice and
inequality. These seeds from my youth blossomed into an attraction
to the words of Martin Luther King, Jr., and Malcolm X when I was
(C) 2020 Jeff James, published by Broadleaf Books. Not for resharing or selling without permission.
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in college. Yet like many white people who grew up in the cocoon of a
white-centric community, I wasn’t fully aware of the systemic powers
of whiteness. Racism meant you were mean, not that you benefitted
from a centuries-old structure of domination against people of color.
A few years prior to meeting Crystal, I attended an anti-racism
training event called Damascus Road. My congregation, Circle of
Hope in Philadelphia, where I lived at the time, offered to send a team
for the weekend event. When our church leaders asked for volunteers,
I felt compelled to raise my hand. As it turns out, Circle of Hope,
despite its funky, hipster Center City Philadelphia vibe, was a church
plant of the Brethren in Christ, a denomination with roots in Anabaptist and Mennonite traditions. The church’s relationship to Anabaptist principles began to explain why a commitment to equality,
nonviolence, and justice was prevalent, but it didn’t exempt our community from the common misunderstandings, biases, and sometimes
egotistical stubbornness that race so artfully inflames. There weren’t a
lot of people of color who attended the congregation at the time, but
some who did had been expressing frustration with their experiences
at the church, despite its stated values. I felt like this Damascus Road
experience could be a game-changer for me and the congregation.
Small teams of five to 10 members, mostly from churches and
schools around the city, gathered in a library meeting room at Philadelphia Mennonite High School in the Germantown neighborhood.
To begin, Conrad, one of our leaders, walked us through a visualization exercise. On a large sheet of paper posted on the wall, he
drew a rudimentary sketch of a community with shops, office buildings, stick people, cars, and stoplights. He asked us to imagine that
this was an under-resourced community—a “ghetto,” a barrio, or a
trailer park. Next, he asked us to describe what we would most often
see in the way of buildings, stores, schools or parks. A few people
mumbled some initial ideas, which led others to chime in as we lost
(C) 2020 Jeff James, published by Broadleaf Books. Not for resharing or selling without permission.
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our new group inhibitions: “Graffiti.” “Run-down houses.” “Empty
storefronts.” “Liquor stores.” “Homeless people.” “Trash.” Then he
asked, “Why are people in this community poor?”
“A lack of jobs.” “Inadequate schools.” “Drugs.” “Poor personal
decisions.”
We watched as he drew a giant foot at the top of the paper. It
hovered menacingly in the white space above the community.
“What institutions have influence or power over these areas?”
Conrad asked.
We shared our collective list: banks, developers, government officials, public works boards, boards of education, law enforcement,
healthcare conglomerates, media, religious leaders, real estate brokers, transportation officials. The list continued, and it was surprisingly long. I realized how little I had considered the influence of those
who make decisions that affect our communities—whether our community is a well-resourced or poorly resourced one.
“Who primarily runs these institutions?” Conrad inquired.
We could see where this was headed. Most, if not all, were run by
white people who didn’t live in the community.
A few white attendees began to loosen up. In hopeful tones, they
pointed out that things were changing. They shared examples of
African Americans who now held leadership roles with local banks,
school boards, and even City Hall. After all, Philadelphia had elected
its first black mayor, Wilson Goode, in 1984, and the current mayor
at that time, John Street, was African American. Even the police commissioner, Richard Neal, was African American.
Aha! Progress against the giant Foot! Still, the group quickly realized that the powers that shaped the circumstances of poor neighborhoods had been in place for generations. While a few of the
institutional forces were now managed by people of color, that was a
relatively recent development.
(C) 2020 Jeff James, published by Broadleaf Books. Not for resharing or selling without permission.
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Conrad wasn’t quite done with his point. He described the role of
gatekeepers: those who have a semblance of power but are bound to
fulfill the policies and preferences of their bosses up the chain. “Who
does the Latino regional manager of Philadelphia Electric work for?”
he asked. A white vice president, most likely, and ultimately a white
CEO, was the obvious answer.
“Who does the African American CEO of a regional bank work
for?”
“Shareholders,” someone responded. Not surprisingly, the vast
majority of investors, especially the ones with a high enough concentration of ownership to influence corporate policy, were white and
very wealthy. Only 9 % of African Americans and 7% of Hispanics
at the time owned any stocks at all.1 What shareholders—wealthy
and divorced from any familial or emotional connection to a poor
community—would want their bank to invest equitably in struggling
neighborhoods to ensure equal access to resources? Shareholders
want a return; wealthy suburban branches making loans to alreadyresourced folks would certainly deliver a higher return.
The Foot that Conrad had drawn over the community was
becoming clearer. Beyond the institutions that were supposed to be
“helping,” who owned the liquor stores that were so prevalent in this
and other poor neighborhoods? The porn outlets and strip clubs? The
waste treatment plants? The overpriced corner convenience stores,
which in some cases, were the only place to find food for miles?
Who had passed the laws that were now sending an immense number of African Americans to jail for small-scale drug crimes at rates
far higher than white drug offenders? Who were the people investing
in and benefiting from that sharp rise in for-profit private prisons,
funded by massive government contracts to house those inmates?
“Most of the institutions with power over poor communities
have accountability outside of the community,” Conrad explained.
(C) 2020 Jeff James, published by Broadleaf Books. Not for resharing or selling without permission.
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“Some of them may even have completely good intentions. But without accountability and personal experience within the community,
how effectively do those intentions get executed?”
I immediately thought of my home state of West Virginia, and
the many run-down, hollowed-out coal towns now rife with poverty,
abandoned homes and buildings, trash-strewn streams, and growing
levels of drug addiction. For generations, my home in Appalachia had
faced its own Foot, in the form of out-of-state landowners and coalmining interests. Local gatekeepers were accountable to them instead
of to the community. The Foot that kept communities poor represented the combined effects of these institutional systems of racism
and classism on communities of under-resourced people, many of
whom were people of color.
We learned much more over this emotional weekend. During one
particularly intense session, white folks met together in one room
while black folks met in another to address the unique ways race
and racism had affected us—sometimes without us being aware of it.
It was heart-breaking to hear the stories from people of color in the
follow-up joint session. Tearfully, they confessed how much internal
oppression they carried with them, tattooed on their psyches by the
Foot—to the point where they also distrusted brown and black people who looked like them. The European-American participants’ eyes
were opened to the concept of privileges we didn’t even realize we had,
such as: shopping without someone following us; driving through any
neighborhood unfettered by a police stop, even if our registration tags
were a month overdue; knowing that if we didn’t get a job, most likely
it was because another candidate was better suited, and we would
have many more opportunities; and if we did get the job, not having to worry that it was because we were a “diversity” hire, with our
qualifications and merit forever questioned by co-workers.
(C) 2020 Jeff James, published by Broadleaf Books. Not for resharing or selling without permission.
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The term white privilege wasn’t as prevalent at this time, and the
term white supremacy was reserved for those overt racists with the
white hoods. That weekend, however, we received a thorough education on the realities of privilege and control—as well as the powerlessness that comes with the lack of both—especially for people of color
in a white-dominated culture that holds the keys.
The Damascus Road experience was mind- and heart-opening.
Even though most of the white participants had entered the process
with good intentions, we quickly realized that our definition of racism
had been very personal. If we had a black friend, or if we felt no animosity toward any racial group, we didn’t think we were racist. However, people of color in the group were much more concerned with the
Foot. They asked themselves if they had the same access to resources,
such as loans or education; if they were protected and treated the
same way by police; or if the media was consistently projecting a
narrative about people who looked like them that was at worst, inaccurate, and at best, incomplete. The white folks had entered the weekend thinking that as long as we were kind and fair, we were innocent.
We hadn’t fathomed how the Foot was positioned on the necks of so
many people in the room. Most of us hadn’t even understood there
was such a thing as the Foot.
I had a profound change in perspective that weekend—one that
would lead to a deep commitment to standing with my friends of
color and defeating that Foot. I didn’t realize yet that I was still a toe
on it.
***
Crystal and I met in the wake of a disturbing incident after I’d moved
back home to Charleston, West Virginia, in the mid-2000s. A 20-yearold African American resident, Megan Williams, reported to police
(C) 2020 Jeff James, published by Broadleaf Books. Not for resharing or selling without permission.
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that she had been held captive, tortured, sexually assaulted, and denigrated with racial slurs for weeks in Logan, West Virginia, a small
coal-mining community an hour south of Charleston. The odd twist
was that she’d had a prior relationship with the perpetrators that led
the local prosecuting attorney to decline adding hate crime violations
to the kidnapping and assault charges.
A bizarre and explosive situation for the normally quiet region,
it attracted national media attention. It also attracted the concern
of national civil rights groups, ranging from traditional organizations such as the Southern Christian Leadership Conference and the
National Conference of Black Mayors to more confrontational groups
such as Black Lawyers for Justice and the New Black Panther Party.
The Reverend Al Sharpton made an appearance. Tensions between
these national players and local groups such as the Black Ministerial
Alliance began to rise, further complicating the situation.2
I had just moved back to West Virginia, where I’d grown up, after
having lived in Philadelphia for 13 years. One of my goals in returning, after having built a career at Microsoft during the 1990s, was to
find ways to help the local economy innovate, diversify, and encourage entrepreneurship. Toward that goal, I, and other native West Virginians who had also recently moved back home, launched Create
West Virginia, an initiative that sought to spark job opportunities and
growth beyond the traditional extraction industries. As a co-founder
and leader of the group, I was invited by the Charleston Chamber of
Commerce to brainstorm ways for the region to address the fallout
from the Megan Williams incident. It was at this meeting that I met
Crystal.
The child of an African American father and a European-American mother, unwed teenagers hell-bent on challenging 1970s social
norms in Appalachia, Crystal grew up in the region at the same time as
a famous athlete, NFL superstar Randy Moss. Both had experienced
(C) 2020 Jeff James, published by Broadleaf Books. Not for resharing or selling without permission.
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deep racism in their respective local high schools. Whereas Moss funneled his rage from those experiences into athletic excellence and the
occasional outlandish behavior off the field, Crystal sought to escape
the area by becoming a model. She ended up walking the runway for
the likes of Calvin Klein in New York, and later worked as a catalog
and magazine model in Atlanta and Dallas. Along the way, she had
her own children, and like many West Virginia natives, found her way
home to Charleston to raise them and to make sense of her complicated relationship with Appalachia.
As I soon learned, Crystal is a fighter and a survivor. After returning to West Virginia, she faced down the demons of childhood sexual
abuse from her stepfather, and- like the persistent widow in Jesus’
parable, she would not rest until the local district attorney took up
her cause. After 18 long years of seeking justice, she finally saw her
stepfather held to account for his actions.
Pain is often the catalyst for stunning creativity, and in Crystal’s
case, she turned to poetry and activism. Her poetry began to earn
accolades. She was accepted into the Affrilachian Poets society—a
group whose moniker served as a defiant claim that there were more
than just poor white folks in Appalachia. African American Appalachians had a story to tell from the mountains as well. Crystal was a
tireless activist for other victims of abuse. She was an advocate for
saving West Virginia’s mountains from mountaintop removal coal
mining. She was even the lead plaintiff in a lawsuit when the local
water company let a chemical leak contaminate the entire Kanawha
Valley’s water supply, an incident that made worldwide news.
I don’t remember much of what was said in that first meeting with
Crystal, but it did lead to a growing recognition of our mutual hopes
and dreams for our home state, and over time, a professional relationship and friendship. We worked on a consulting project for the National
Council of the Boy Scouts of America that involved a significant effort
(C) 2020 Jeff James, published by Broadleaf Books. Not for resharing or selling without permission.
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to infuse more awareness and commitment to diversity in the organization and in the kids they served. We partnered on a “Soul of Coal”
event to bring recognition to African American coal miners, as well as
a research project through the Charleston Area Alliance to recommend
ways the region could attract and retain more diverse professionals.
Throughout our work on these and other projects, I remember
feeling a mix of hope and unease. I wanted Crystal, as well as other
friends of color, to recognize my deeply held commitment to the cause
of diversity and equality. But often we would find ourselves at odds
emotionally or philosophically on issues relating to race. Crystal
would share deep frustration and sometimes anger at how the Boy
Scouts were dragging their feet to attract and serve children of color;
I tended to zero in on the progress they had made, feeling encouraged by their good intentions and progress in certain areas, such as
outreach to Latino communities. She would point out issues she saw
in how the Create West Virginia board of directors was set up and
operated (a board in which she was a founding member and the only
person of color). She also noticed missed opportunities at our conferences to showcase speakers who represented more diverse views.
As the leader of the group, I would often take these observations as
personal critiques, and feel hurt.
Despite the pitfalls and emotional ups and downs, I appreciated
Crystal’s willingness to hang in there with our friendship and collaboration. She never failed to throw me into “growth opportunities”
(that’s code for downright uncomfortable situations), such as recruiting me to speak on a panel at West Virginia State University on the
use of the n-word in today’s hip hop music and culture. (“You want
me to do what?”)
I began to realize that having a friend like Crystal may be the only
hope people like me have to outgrow the cloak of white assumptions
and privileges draped over us at birth. The problem was, I saw the
(C) 2020 Jeff James, published by Broadleaf Books. Not for resharing or selling without permission.
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frustration and exhaustion of this overcoming her. Crystal was often
the one person well-meaning white people sought out to explain a difference, or provide a recommendation, or seek validation. Crystal was
often the only friend of color, board member of color, or “who can we
ask?” contact that white leaders in the community knew well enough
to engage. Yet without her sacrifice, without the sacrifice of other people of color who are willing to play those roles time after time, far fewer
white people—including me—would have any semblance of a clue.
More often than not, Crystal’s insights would irritate progressive individuals or groups as much as conservative ones. Crystal
questioned local organizations, like Create West Virginia or women’s
rights groups, who saw themselves as champions of equality. Why, she
would ask, did the community achievement awards always feature
two accomplished, professional white women (the “helpers”), and one
underprivileged woman of color (the “helped”)? Why would there not
be at least one professional person of color honored for “helping” a
poorer white woman who “overcame”? Why were leaders frustrated
with the difficulty of finding a token person of color for the board of
directors when they didn’t include any people of color in their circles
of relationships, the very source of all their other board members?
When Crystal’s challenge arrived on my iPhone, I knew it was
time to harness my lifetime of emotional and intellectual turmoil on
this topic into something far deeper that could change my life and,
God willing, help me make a more educated attempt at making a difference. One of those quotes attributed to Confucius claims, “True
wisdom is knowing what you don’t know.” I was still clueless, but at
least now I recognized that I was clueless.
By now I knew enough to realize that attempting to “help” from
a position of power or superiority (however subconscious) would not
fly. Now I had to find out what this mysterious force called whiteness
really was, and how it was sabotaging my own life and our society.
(C) 2020 Jeff James, published by Broadleaf Books. Not for resharing or selling without permission.
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Red Hill’s Privileges
You inherit your environment just as much as your genes.
—Johnny Rich, The Human Script

A

certain pang of anxiety would enter my heart every now and
then, as I began my journey to take up Crystal’s dare to give up

whiteness. It usually happened after I explained this journey to white
friends. “Is she challenging black people to give up their blackness?”
some of them would ask. It’s one of the most human reactions when
confronted with a challenge, even indirectly: “Why don’t I exercise
more? Why don’t you exercise more?”
I knew early in life why racism and treating others unequally
was wrong. I knew that it had led to an entirely different experience
for people in the United States who weren’t considered white. I was
17
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beginning to admit, however, that I didn’t really know the extent of
the difference. I didn’t understand how the very existence of whiteness—not just those mean old Southern segregationists, Klan members, or mysterious racist institutions and systems of the Foot—set the
stage for where we as humans stood with each other.
Crystal’s text triggered a deeper question that I had never fully
asked: How did I become white? To take up her challenge, I knew I
had to go back to the beginning.
***
As a young boy, I loved the crunching sound of gravel underneath
the wheels of my dad’s car as it climbed up Red Hill, a little patch
of rural heaven just outside of Parkersburg, West Virginia, where my
grandparents on my father’s side lived. Dad and his three siblings
grew up on this hill, in what amounted to a shack with an outhouse.
Later, my Grandpa Archie built a new house (with indoor plumbing!) by hand on the same spot, with the help of family and friends.
When I was a child, the anticipation of seeing my cousins, in the warm
glow of James family love and humor, for one summer reunion and
one Christmas gathering each year, made the nausea-inducing, ninetyminute drive through the West Virginia hills worth it.
My grandparents were not educated or wealthy people. They
were simple Appalachians living simple, rural lives. Grandpa held a
sixth-grade education and worked in a variety of factories. Grandma
Hazel, with her high school education, worked in a nursing home.
Times were not easy, especially during World War II. My dad told
stories of having to walk to school all spring in bare feet, after someone stole his only pair of rationed shoes. The James family’s life was
rooted in their simple Christian faith and a sense of humor that I’m
proud to see making an appearance in my own children. Humor is
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a true generational blessing in the James family. Grandpa’s ornery
laugh and unique cadence of praying during family reunions, along
with Grandma’s doting and the five-dollar bills she’d tuck in birthday
cards, will always be treasured memories.
Somehow the humble couple raised four children in that tiny
house on Red Hill; and in the course of one generation, all four of
them leaped into the next strata of the American Dream, with bachelor’s, master’s, and professional degrees. Archie’s and Hazel’s parenting and constant prayers produced a college professor (my dad), an
ordained pastor with a master’s degree in divinity (Uncle Ronnie), a
nurse (Aunt Clara), and an administrative professional (Aunt Mary
Kay). After that, a brood of educated grandchildren took their place
in the world as oceanographers, physical therapists, teachers, attorneys, nurses, financial managers, farm owners, and marketing professionals. The great-grandchildren of Archie and Hazel—my children
and those of my cousins—seem to be carrying on the upward trajectory quite nicely.
The journey toward the American Dream wasn’t easy—certainly
not for Archie and Hazel. But it was available, with a few obstacles
moved out of the way by an encouraging spiritual community, a cando culture, a helpful U.S. government that provided the GI Bill to help
pay for college degrees, easy access to housing loans, and institutions
ready to hire you if you showed a modest ability to jump through
the right hoops. The American dream was within grasp—if you were
considered white.
***
The images in my dad’s home movies are grainy and nostalgic, like all
the 8 mm films that fathers of people my age shot in the 1960s and
1970s. In one clip, with the herky-jerky, quick start–quick stop style
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of those old reel movies, I am running gleefully down a sidewalk with
my friend, a four-year-old African American girl. I have no idea today
what her name is or where she could be now. But in that moment, we
were in that completely unselfconscious zone that makes early childhood so conducive to joy.
Looking back through a childhood largely contained by whiteness, I had a few key experiences that likely prompted me to be open
to Crystal’s challenge. My father, a college professor at Glenville State
College in Glenville, West Virginia, took classes toward his Ph.D. at
West Virginia University in Morgantown during the summers. During
one wonderful period, moments of which are caught on one of Dad’s
reels, we lived in Morgantown for a full year. I attended first grade in
this college town of 25,000, which to my young eyes seemed like New
York City compared to my hometown of 2,000.
The graduate student apartment building where we lived in Morgantown was a different world than my normal homogenous existence in Glenville. Morgantown, like many larger college towns in
the 1970s, had begun to show signs of global diversity. In those days,
many international students matriculated to American colleges. At
dinnertime, the hallways of our apartment building overflowed with
the aroma of dishes from China, Kenya, Afghanistan, and Iran. The
three-story building included a little community area consisting of a
multipurpose room, a couple of picnic tables, a volleyball pit, and a
metal swing and slide set that would be considered a death trap by
today’s standards. Each summer evening, the boys from the complex
would meet at the dirt pile underneath the second-floor porch that
jutted out from the building, dig for a batch of the colorful orange
clay that lay beneath the dirt, and shape our collection of animals,
monsters, and forts. I didn’t realize it at the time, but these diverse
play times were like small glitches in the code of an otherwise effective virtual reality program shaping whiteness in my young mind.
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Before long, my parents’ best friends in Morgantown became
the Omars, a warm and wonderful Muslim family from Afghanistan.
Sharifa, the mother, taught me to write my name in Arabic, a skill I
shared proudly with my Nana and Papa Allen (my mom’s parents),
teachers and anyone else who would indulge me. The father, Mohammed, who retired after many years as a physician in West Virginia,
simply went by “Omar.” Their two daughters, Hossai and Hoggai,
became my frequent playmates.
A pang of sadness always hit me when those summers ended, and
we packed up to return to Glenville. As much as I liked my big yard,
larger house, and neighborhood friends in my hometown, each fall it
was hard not to yearn for those Morgantown smells, interesting playmates, and summer evenings in the clay pit.
Glenville, unlike Morgantown, was a typical homogeneous West
Virginia community. The one exception was the small state college on
the hill overlooking the town. Although lily-white and rural Appalachian through-and-through—Glenville was 99% white at the time—
the college made Glenville somewhat unique, compared to neighboring
counties and communities with no such infusion of young people. In
the 1960s, students of color (a handful at first) began showing up on
GSC’s tiny campus on the hill. Coaches started recruiting more African American athletes. A small group of international students from
Iran, Japan and China launched their higher education pursuits in the
unlikely little Appalachian town. Looking back, I wonder what was
going through the minds of these brave young people as the final leg
of their long journey took them down a winding country road into
the tiny, nearly all-white hamlet of Glenville. Of course, in those days
there were no college rating websites that could be used to check out
the campus situation. Many students of color likely had no idea what
they were getting themselves into.
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Because I’d rubbed shoulders with a more diverse group of children in Morgantown, it seems strange to me that I can’t recall when I
became aware of race. The civil rights era was in full swing in 1966,
the year I was born, although I remained unaware of the movement
for years. My parents, as was the polite, semi-conservative norm of
that time and place, never mentioned race or seemed to be guided by
its mysterious powers of separation as it related to offering Christian
kindness to the handful of local college students of color. I’m quite
sure my realization of the very concept of race must have come from
interactions with friends in Glenville at some point.
Gilmer County High School remained almost entirely all-white
during my years there in the 1980s. Our student body included two
Filipino siblings, children of the local doctor and his wife, who set up
shop in town. A biracial young woman attended our school for a year
or two, then disappeared, then reappeared. A mixed-race younger boy
also attended for a time. Through my white eyes, they seemed to have
friends and to be accepted in the intimate halls of our 400-person high
school. But what was their actual experience? I didn’t know them well
enough to be a confidante and learn otherwise.
It wasn’t until the summer after my high school graduation that
I became aware of the ugly, willful, hateful kind of white supremacy
that makes any compassionate or thoughtful person recoil. My friend
arranged for a small group of us to get jobs at a local natural gas
drilling and pipeline company the summer before my first year of
college. It paid slightly more than minimum wage, which seemed like
a fortune to us. Our job would be to check into the local station at
7:30 am, receive our assignments, and then ride with the older workers either to an oil tank to paint, or to a swath of hilly forest to cut
brush off the right-of-way where gas lines snaked through mountains
underground. It was hot, sometimes difficult work done on muggy,
90-degree summer days, but not without plenty of time to goof off,
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tell exaggerated stories or pine for girls who had caught our attention
at the swimming pool.
Not long into this summer job, I noticed how frequently the older
workers tossed around the n-word. Most of these men lived in rural
parts of the county rather than in town. Most had worked at the gas
company for a decade or more. None had extended their educations
beyond high school, but they were proud of what they did for a living
and how the work provided for their families. Everyone knew how
difficult it was to land a steady job with livable wages in our part of
the country.
Three of us were college-aged summer workers: blue-collar
interns, if you will. As unlikely as it seems now, our ages and exposure
to local college students at Glenville State had extended our cultural
experiences far beyond these men. Having been exposed to people of
color as a young child, I didn’t understand the white supremacy–laced
vitriol against people of different colors and cultures that we heard
from these men daily. I saw no evidence that the white folks around
me had any more intelligence, work ethic or morality than the people
they derided. Almost any comment from these men regarding local
college students, sports teams or the world outside of Gilmer County
had a tinge of exasperation and disdain. The world “out there” just
didn’t make sense, and somehow black people and “foreigners” had
something to do with it—never mind that few, if any of them, had ever
actually met an African American person or a person from another
country.
Heaven help any local white girl who was seen associating with
one of the African American students from the college. One morning
some of the men deliberated on what would possess the daughter of a
local prominent business owner to become a “n***er-loving whore.”
She had been spotted riding in the car with a black male college student. The men combined their disgust with less-than-veiled glee about
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how it must have enraged her father. Sometimes it was difficult to
determine where the racism toward people of color versus the disdain
toward other members in the upper-socioeconomic levels of their own
race ranked in their minds.
Our band of young laborers would sometimes muster up the courage or outrage to speak up against these kinds of racist conversations.
These older men did not hesitate to mock us, and they held sway over
what kind of unpleasant work we might be assigned that day. Still, we
often found it unbearable to hear the hateful comments coming out
of their mouths. In our boldest moments, we would point out that we
knew some of the people they derided, and that they were not anything like what these men spewed. In our less audacious moments, we
would shake our heads and walk away from the conversation.
One of the men was clearly the most irritable and open with his
race-based hatred. He also happened to be the most intimidating. He
didn’t take kindly to us youngsters and our pushback on his worldview. The man had biceps like cantaloupes, and he was missing a
finger from a mysterious work-related accident that we were afraid
to ask about. He would often chide us for our naiveté and mock our
friendships with black students from the college. In one lengthy conversation held at a worksite deep in the woods—somehow such a
location made these conversations even more distressing; we had the
sense that if we irritated this guy too much, no one would ever find
us again—he berated us continuously, challenging us to admit that
there must be a group in the world that we held animosity toward.
He seemed to be searching manically for a fissure in our self-righteous
armor.
I was the one who finally cracked. Wanting to satisfy him enough
to leave us alone, I said, “I don’t know; maybe Iranians.” This was
only a few years after the Ayatollah had released the hostages in Iran,
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so they seemed like a fair group to throw under the bus to get this guy
off our backs.
“There you go,” he said, satisfied. “You’re no better than me.”
Another foul incident that summer informed my understanding
of the role race played in the world. Softball teams and tournaments
had become a huge fad in our region in the 1980s. Seemingly, every
man in the county was on a softball team; and every weekend there
was another tournament to attend. Many wives and girlfriends followed their men from town to town to cheer them; others said goodbye to their guys for the weekend and left them to their own devices.
My friends and I were all on a team made up of younger guys. We
often played against teams made up of gritty, older men like those we
worked with. In small towns all over West Virginia, we would stay
in cheap hotels, play our scheduled opponent, and generally kill time
between games.
It may be difficult for those not from a small state like West Virginia to understand how distinct the dynamics can be in different
pockets of a region. To me, Idaho is Idaho; I’m sure many see West
Virginia as a homogenous place within its borders as well. The racist attitudes of our co-workers notwithstanding, our part of the state
was mostly homogenous and therefore free from much of the public
angst and demonstrations over civil rights and integration. Southern
West Virginia was a different story. This region of the state was somewhat diverse, having attracted African Americans—along with Italians, Poles and even Lebanese—to work in the coal mines in the late
1800s and early 1900s. The counties and small towns here seemed
rougher and tougher to me than the area in which I’d grown up. Here,
school segregation had been very real. While during 1960s-era efforts
to desegregate, the region never made the national news like Birmingham and Little Rock had, it still tilted its affections more toward the
South than the rest of the state did. Here, the occasional Confederate
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flag draped from a roadside house or blazed across a pickup truck
window. Never mind that West Virginia was formed by and fought
for the Union during the Civil War. (Well, at least half the state did.
The other half, sometimes split within the same household, fought
Confederate.)
This time our tournament was held in one of the larger communities in the southern coalfields. Our team had one African American
player. The Friday night before our first game Saturday morning, our
band of gangly young men headed out from the Holiday Inn to a local
dance club we had heard about. We found the club, and one by one
our team members paid the cover charge and entered.
Until our African American friend attempted to enter. Then the
bouncer declared, “We’re full.”
I remember feeling a deep sting of embarrassment. Then I felt
fury. Did that just happen? We argued with the bouncer. Yep, that
just happened. The bouncer seemed to feel no shame about what was
going on.
As a white, sheltered 18-year-old kid, I felt shocked by such real,
tangible acts of racism. Those experiences belonged in the history films
I had seen in school. Despite my experience with the racist gas company workers, I still assumed the “separate but equal” and “whites
here, colored over there” kind of apartheid was over in America. This
was 1985, not 1965; the memo must have been slow in getting to this
club.
Half of us returned to the hotel with our black teammate in indignant protest. The other half of the team stayed, apparently having no
problem with the club’s arrangement.
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The Measure of Whiteness
Yeah, I love being famous. It’s almost
like being white, y’know?
—Chris Rock

I

t’s so easy to put unpleasant details out of our minds, isn’t it? All
that distasteful business about slavery and segregation in the South;

it’s over, so let’s move on. Frankly, it’s soothing to just believe that
things are better now, and we can all get on with life. During the
2016 election year, about 80% of white people reported believing that
African Americans are treated equally with whites in areas such as
applying for a mortgage loan, being considered for a job, or shopping
in stores or restaurants. About half of white people believe African

27
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Americans are treated equally by law enforcement officers and the
courts.1
It didn’t take much study during my personal journey to find clear,
measurable evidence that most white people are just plain wrong in
these beliefs. For those brave enough to review it, the evidence will
leap out and slap you out of a majority-induced stupor. The Foot
leaves a measurable print.
As I’ve mentioned, by the time I met Crystal, it wasn’t as if I hadn’t
been aware of these disparities for quite some time. Yet if I was going
to attempt to understand why I should consider giving up my race
ID card and all its benefits, I decided I should probably be aware of
the value that card represented. How valuable is being white toward
achieving America’s shared promise of life, liberty, and the pursuit
of happiness? As humbly as the James family’s history began, how
much did the “white” element of our identity make it easier to rise so
rapidly from lower socioeconomic levels to higher levels of education
and stable middle-class (in some cases, upper middle-class) life? Was it
just Grandpa and Grandma’s faith and commitment to education for
their children that did the trick? Could any family—black or white—
with the same values expect the same trajectory?
Hailing from one of the poorest regions of the United States, I have
always been sensitive to bias. To a certain extent, being Appalachian
created more empathy in me, but it also complicated my journey to
understand whiteness and its privileges. I was aware that generations
of white West Virginians have been stuck in the cycles of poverty,
especially in the most southern and rural counties. But does the persistent presence of white poverty in places like Appalachia prove that
success or failure—at least as defined in economic and social-class
terms—is color-blind?
What is the true value of whiteness in today’s world?
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***
The subjective concepts of joy and happiness are tough to measure.
Basically, all you can do is ask someone if they feel those emotions.
But social scientists are getting crafty about measuring them. Emiliana Simon-Thomas, the science director of the Greater Good Science
Center at the University of California, Berkeley, teaches a class called
“The Science of Happiness.” She and other researchers have identified their definition of happiness, which includes the level of satisfaction and meaning in your life. According to Simon-Thomas, it’s the
propensity to feel positive emotions, the capacity to recover quickly
from negative emotions, and holding a sense of purpose. Happiness is
not having a lot of privilege or money. It’s not constant pleasure. It’s
a broader thing, involving our ability to connect with others, to have
meaningful relationships, to have a community. Time and again—
across decades of research and across all studies—people who say
they’re happy have strong connections with community and with
other people. That’s sort of the recipe for happiness.”2
So how much do race and racism screw up a person’s ability to
have meaningful connections with others, to have a community, to
maintain positive emotions and to live with a sense of purpose?
Economic threats wreak havoc on all the personal and social elements that make up long-term happiness. Economic hardship forces
a single mom to work two jobs instead of being there to read to her
kids. It inhibits people from planting roots through friendships in
a community or school, because they’re constantly being evicted or
forced to move to another job. It can lead to crime, which sends away
too many fathers and mothers, who then live behind bars with little
hope of influencing their children in a positive way. Poverty—in other
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words—throws a lot of impediments between a person and life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.
Racism, experienced through both individual and systematic
expressions, has condemned generations of people of color to lives
of poverty, both real and relative, at a measurably higher rate than
those considered white. And this lack of basic economic well-being
has fostered deep anxiety and struggle among generations of people
in our country and in other regions of the world. The chain reaction
has been well-documented through the impact of: stress on health,
socioeconomic factors on stress, and racism on socioeconomic status.3 Again, that may seem obvious; but I don’t think many people in
middle- to upper-class environments and hailing from European roots
are willing to connect the dots as closely as we must on this topic.
Over the past two decades, more lower- to middle-class white
folks, especially those with limited education levels, have experienced
economic threat levels that most African Americans and Latinx folks
have faced for a long time. According to the Pew Research Center,
the Great Recession of 2008 cut the overall net wealth—a measure of
all assets, including real estate and investments—of lower-class white
families from $42,700 per family to $19,600 by 2013.4 For many
pundits, that was the initial narrative explaining the populist, nationalist Trump phenomenon. The theory was that, with their class and
income expectations threatened, a large number of white people—
many self-proclaimed Christian white people—lined up to support a
man who had little to nothing in common with their economic plight
or religious values. No matter that the candidate willingly plucked
those strings of insecurity by blaming the bogeymen of immigrants
(brown immigrants!) and elitists around the world who were taking
advantage of the good ole US of A.
Meanwhile, black and brown citizens experienced, relatively
speaking, less wealth reduction during the same period—although it
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was wealth they never really had to lose in the first place. African
American net wealth went from an average of $4,300 to $3,500 and
the wealth of Latinx families from $8,400 to $6,800. Comparatively
speaking, the white demographic, especially at the lower-class levels,
perceived a lot more loss, even though they were still two to five times
better off than people of color. Still, loss stings, even if it’s relative to
what you’re used to, right?
But wait a minute. Deeper studies have shown that Trump voters were slightly more affluent and educated than the average American.5 Plenty of highly educated, well-earning, middle- to upper-class
white Americans lined up behind Trump. Outside of those who were
primarily one-issue voters seeking to tip the Supreme Court against
abortion (voters who, by the way, had many pro-life GOP presidential
candidates to choose from in the primaries), did most of these voters
react based on the fear of losing social status, not necessarily the reality of losing economic status? “My vote was my only way to say: I am
here, and I count,” said one Trump voter in New York.6 This white
woman felt like she was invisible; that she didn’t count. Based on
conversations I’ve had with several white folks with a self-perception
of persecution and loss of status, it’s safe to assume that she felt like
people of color counted more now in this country, that they were
somehow getting the benefits that she no longer was.
Who’s right? And how much does getting to the truth matter to
me as a white-labeled person determining whether to give up this
identity? How does the truth matter to the future of whiteness as a
racial category in general, and to the future of our country?
With such a clear tie between economic security, happiness, and
health, exactly how much has racism robbed Americans with ancestry
beyond European roots of their happiness? And how much has it benefited me and others considered white? Recent losses among white folks
in real or perceived status (and therefore happiness) notwithstanding,
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the more I learned the statistics, the more the enormity of this truth
came into focus: Racism has cheated and is still cheating millions of
Americans out of the core promise in our country’s Declaration of
Independence (notwithstanding that ugly reference griping about the
King’s support for “the merciless Indian Savages”).
To get a sense of the magnitude of the economic disparity enabled
by race, let’s start with the beginning of our country and work our
way to the present day. Two economists have determined the economic worth of the labor of enslaved people in modern dollars, from
the beginning of the practice of slavery in the United States in 1619
until the official (if not actual) end of slavery after the Civil War in
1865.
The value of all that free labor, at 2018 currency value? Thirteen
trillion dollars.7
Setting aside how offensive and impossible it is to place a dollar value on even one human life and that individual’s suffering and
loss of happiness, it is mind-boggling to consider the economic role
that enslaved people played in the making of America’s overall white
economy, and the destruction that slavery wrought on the economy of
those who weren’t white. For some perspective, $13 trillion is roughly
75% of 2016’s entire Gross Domestic Product in the United States.
For those concerned over unfair “wealth redistribution” policies in
today’s political debate, the value of free labor via slavery is, by far,
the greatest wealth redistribution in American history.
Much of that slave-derived wealth was concentrated in the South.
But not all of it. Enslaved people’s labor accounted for roughly 50%
of the wealth of the South in 1860 at the outbreak of the Civil War,
and about 19% of the wealth of the entire United States. Many cotton
plantations and other industries located in the South were financed
by bankers and had their biggest apparel manufacturing customers
in the North. In fact, one of the biggest concentrations of opposition
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against Abraham Lincoln and abolition wasn’t in the South; it was in
New York City.8
Northern business tycoons had deep ties to the Southern slave
economy and lobbied against outlawing the practice of owning black
and brown people. This included textile manufacturers in New England, who relied on slave-picked cotton to build their industry; insurance companies such as New York Life and Aetna, which sold policies
that protected the value of slaves for slaveholders; and banks such
as J.P. Morgan Chase and FleetBoston, which actually financed slave
traders and accepted enslaved people as collateral on loans (and these
lenders ended up owning slaves themselves when certain loans were
in default and humans became their property.)9
In other words, slavery and its ramifications weren’t just Southern
problems. They were and are United States problems.
***
Once again, some may be thinking, “So what? That’s all over now. I
haven’t owned any slaves or discriminated like those rascally Southern rebels. My family didn’t own slaves. We’re cool now. Black people
basically get the same protections and benefits as everyone else these
days, right? Stop whining; there’s no excuse for not bucking up and
making a decent life in this great country of ours. Let’s move on.”
I heard this so often during informal interviews with white
acquaintances during my journey that I decided I needed to study
the logic of the “hey, it wasn’t me” argument. Why should modern
white people feel guilty and be asked to sacrifice their own pursuit of
happiness, so others get an advantage (which is the core of most antiaffirmative action arguments)?
“History is who we are and why we are the way we are,” historian David McCullough has noted. In other words, the issue isn’t one
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of guilt and blame over the past; it’s one of equity and justice today.
White people are still benefiting from the fruits of racism past and
present. If you need some facts on the matter to make up your mind,
consider these recent data points:
** Black and Hispanic families, on average, hold less than 10%
of the net worth that white families have, even when compared across the same levels of education. (You’ll learn why
in the coming chapters.)10
** An extensive study of available research in hiring discrimination (over 55,000 applicants and over 26,000 positions)
found that white applicants received 36% more callbacks
(invitations to interview after an initial resume is sent) even
when qualifications were equivalent. This advantage has not
changed since the issue has been researched beginning in
1989.11
** Despite improvements from the Affordable Care Act, people
of color represent more than half of the nonelderly, uninsured
population in the United States.12
** The Stanford Open Policing Project has thoroughly analyzed
police traffic-stop data from 20 states, covering more than
60 million state patrol stops. While addressing the extremely
complex challenges in measuring bias, the study found significant racial disparities in policing across white, black, and
Hispanic drivers. Black drivers are 20% more likely to get a
ticket instead of a warning after being pulled over for speeding than white drivers, while Hispanics are 30% more likely
to receive a ticket than white drivers. Both black and Hispanic
motorists can expect to be searched about twice as often as
white drivers.13
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** According to the United States Sentencing Commission,
African American men are sentenced to 20% longer prison
sentences for the exact same crimes compared to white men.
(More on this and other justice data points later.)14
Diving back into American history, I was curious about how these
disparities tracked against the -lived experience of different races and
ethnicities across generations in the United States. After all, these vast
differences in life experience didn’t appear overnight, and they are
clearly continuing to impact our lives today. Current and future disparities sit on the foundations of historic policies and practices.
How have racial attitudes and practices, as applied to tangible elements of a healthy, happy life, affected different Americans?
I couldn’t find a holistic view of these factors in my research, so I
decided to knit together data points that have been tracked throughout American history. These numbers, easily pulled from US Census
and National Center for Education Statistics reports, tell a story of
a powerful generational head start for Americans considered to be
white—a story that explains the persistent disparities we still observe
today. Despite what many might assume, none of the implications
of this long-running story were erased by Abraham Lincoln’s moves
toward freedom or Lyndon Johnson’s presidential signatures on key
civil rights legislation (see chart 1).
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Limited to white males. 55%
of white children enrolled
in school; 2% of African
American children enrolled.
Illegal to teach slaves to read.

White, property-owning
males allowed to vote. Slaves
counted as three-fifths of a
person with zero voice.

Limited opportunities for free
blacks in the North; African
Americans limited to slavery
in the South.

Literacy and
Education

Political
Representation

Access to
Opportunity

ca. 1800

Initial burst of opportunity
during Reconstruction for African
Americans; quickly taken back
after 1877. Thousands of black
citizens re-enslaved through
enforcement of nuisance laws and
prisoner-leasing.

Property requirement eliminated
in most states by 1828. The 14th
and 15th Amendments secured
voting rights for African Americans.
More than ½ million voted in
the South before 1877 but then
voting participation plummeted
again to 10% - thanks to Jim Crow
restrictions.

About the same rate of white
children enrolled as in 1800. White
adults had 88.5% literacy rate.
Africans Americans had 10% school
attendance and 20.1% literacy.

ca. 1870

Most skilled or desirable jobs in public
and private sector limited to whites.
Hiring, housing, and other forms of
discrimination based on race were
legal. Black prisoner-leasing continued
in the South.

Voting virtually nonexistent for black
citizens in the South. Some 50,000
Klansmen march through Washington,
D.C., in a 1925 show of force. Hispanics
and Asians don’t yet appear in
government data.

Whites reached 95% literacy, 13.5%
high school and 2.7% college
attainment. No data on African
American degree attainment available;
69.5% literacy.

Median family income is $1,368,
but not yet analyzed by race.
Federal government jobs slowly
opened to African Americans. The
U.S. military desegregated in 1948.
Black prisoner-leasing continued
in South.

Only 3% of African Americans of
voting age in Southern states were
registered to vote.

White Americans attained a 98%
literacy rate and 75% attend school,
with 26% achieving a high school
degree. African Americans had a
78% literacy rate and 7.7% held a
high school degree. “Separate but
equal” was still the law of the land,
especially in Southern states.

ca. 1910 (my grandparents’ generation) ca. 1940 (my parents’ generation)

Chart 1: Overview of racial disparity data, 1800–2020
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Now 43.2% of white Americans held a
high school degree and 8.1% a college
degree. Still only 21.7% of African
Americans held a high school diploma
and 3.5% a four-year college degree.

The Voting Rights Act of 1965 had an
immediate and powerful impact on
voting rights in the South; by the end of
1966 (the year I was born), 9 out of 13
southern states had more than 50% of
African Americans registered to vote.

The median income of a white family
was $5,835; median income for African
American families was only 55% that
of whites at $3,230. Governments and
corporations such as IBM began hiring
more people of color.

Literacy and
Education

Political
Representation

Access to
Opportunity

ca. 1960 (my generation)

Median family income reached $61,715
for white Americans, $40,131 for African
Americans, $44,867 for Hispanics, and $68,143
for Asians.

White and black Americans vote at 62% and
56% rates, respectively; Hispanics at 45% and
Asians at 43%.

At this point 88.4% of white Americans held
a high school degree; 28.1% a college degree.
78.9% of African Americans earned a high
school degree and 16.6% a college degree.
Hispanics reached 57% high school completion
and 10.6% college, and Asians 85.7% and
44.5%, respectively, for each degree.

ca. 2000 (my children’s generation)

Asian median household income has taken a clear
lead at $81,331 compared to white ($68,145), black
($40,258), and Hispanic ($50,486). Note the flat
growth of black income. Median household wealth for
black families is still roughly only 10% that of white
families.

White (65%) and black (60%) voters still vote at
higher rates than Hispanics (48%) and Asians (49%),
a disparity some experts attribute to the relative
youthful average age between groups (young people
vote at a far lower rate than older voters).

Every racial category has experienced significant
increases in high school and college degree
attainment: white (94% and 38%), black (88% and
24%), Hispanic (71% and 17%), and Asian (91% and
55%)

ca. 2020
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Whiteness in the United States, and I can only assume, in other
white-dominated countries of the world, is like playing a game of
Monopoly, in which a substantial amount of cash and property are
dealt to you at the start of the game. Even if you’re one of the white
folks who didn’t inherit tangible wealth, your dice are still loaded in a
way that you can jump ahead of the other players with each roll. The
head start that was built into the American economic and cultural system—to stack the deck in favor of white people of mostly European
origin and against specific other groups of color—was and is highly
effective, as demonstrated by the huge disparity in median household
net worth between white, brown, and black families.
Perhaps it’s true that modern-day white folks aren’t to “blame”
for the past perpetration of slavery, Jim Crow segregation, or the slavery-by-any-other-name practice of incarcerated workers. But if we as
white people are benefiting from this system to this very day—from
net worth to how we can expect the criminal justice system to deal
with us—without working to dismantle it, using whatever methods
we have at our disposal, what does that make us? Co-conspirators?
Collaborators? Certainly, ongoing beneficiaries.
***
Another narrative the data tells is that of immense faith in the face of
crushing obstacles. To observe the steady climb of African Americans
and Hispanics in education and income is a testimony to amazing
perseverance and strength. Some have pointed to the role of religious
faith in helping these communities maintain hope and resilience.
Whatever the reason, it should be an inspiration to all of us—as well
as a disgrace to those of us considered white—that Americans have
had to face such unequal challenges, decade after decade. When given
(C) 2020 Jeff James, published by Broadleaf Books. Not for resharing or selling without permission.
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a real shot at opportunity, all humans, regardless of skin color or
ancestry, thrive.
These aren’t pleasant thoughts. I can see why the hair on the back
of the neck of a white person might rise when this is discussed—especially that of one who is struggling economically. To help me more
deeply grasp the personal impact, I thought about Archie and Hazel
on Red Hill, and I looked through those generational statistics. What
if my grandparents had been African American?
Born in 1911 and 1909, only 44 years since the Thirteenth Amendment officially abolished the legalized owning of black people, Hazel
and Archie would have had many family members who had lived
through slavery. Assuming in this imaginary scenario that they still
lived in Wood County, West Virginia, their access to quality schooling,
especially in that mostly white, very rural region, would have been
nonexistent. Even if their children had been fortunate enough to have
made it through high school, the opportunities for a college education and the loans to pay for it would have been severely limited in
the 1940s and 1950s, when lending was highly discriminatory against
black people. Until the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act of 1975, they
would have faced major barriers in buying a home (98% of home
loans went to white families from 1934 to 1962), the source of most
white Americans’ net worth.15
Had my grandparents been black, I may have been the first generation of the James family to attend college, instead of the second.
Perhaps I, or one of my cousins, instead of those of our parents’ generation, would have been the first to receive a home loan. Or not.
Regardless, my theoretical African American version of the James
family today would have $10.50 in net worth for every $100 that the
average white family has today.
Real-world data creates a dissonance between what we hope or
think is true, and how things really are. I began to think a lot about
(C) 2020 Jeff James, published by Broadleaf Books. Not for resharing or selling without permission.
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numbers as it relates to my whiteness. In the case of race and the
experience of nonwhite people in the United States or any region of
the world, numbers can help the majority population understand just
how immensely different their experience is from the experiences of
those not in their race or class.
For example, what is the likelihood that a person of color in
the United States will experience dealing with an individual who
holds racist views and wields power over them, or controls access to
resources they need for their lives? Despite the recent publicity around
how our country’s demographics are changing rapidly, and the projection that we will be a “non-majority” country by 2055 (meaning no
one racial group will represent over 50% of the population), today
those categorized as “white alone” in terms of race amount to 77%
of the population. That leaves 23% as non-white (Hispanic Americans, as an ethnic category and not a race, can be categorized within
white, black, or other races). Although the United States has made
slow, somewhat steady progress, we also know that people considered
white are overrepresented in most leadership and authority roles in
this country. Bear with me while we knit together what that means for
typical interactions in daily life.
According to a recent and extensive study on racial attitudes in
the United States, approximately 15 to 20% of Americans hold what
most people would consider “deeply racist views.”16 Measuring overt
racial bias in surveys can be notoriously difficult, since in the latter
half of the 20th century it became more socially awkward to share
such sentiments, but responses to specific statements provide a pretty
solid predictive framework. Here is a sampling of statements on the
survey and the responses they garnered. “America must protect and
preserve its White European heritage”: 16% of respondents strongly
agreed; another 15% somewhat agreed. “Marriage should only be
allowed between people of the same race”: 10% strongly agree; 6%
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somewhat agree. “All races are equal”: only 70% strongly agreed.
“All races should be treated equally”: 80% strongly agreed—leaving
a concerning group of 20% who didn’t.
While racial attitudes do shift towards a more diverse worldview
and a belief in equality as individuals acquire higher levels of education, a surprising number of college-educated individuals hold racist
views. Many other respondents have likely learned how to react in an
acceptable way to a direct question about racism—while continuing
to hold racist views that are thus not reflected in the data.17
I decided to mathematically put myself in the shoes of a person of
color in the United States. Unfortunately, as a math-challenged individual, I had to tap into the skills of my brainy sister-in-law, a college
math professor, to determine the daily likelihood of a person having
to deal with a person of another race or ethnicity holding power over
them in basic areas of life, while also holding racist views. Assuming
the strictest definition of overt racist views and holding that assumption equally across racial and ethnic groups, let’s say for the sake of
this exercise that 16% of any given racial group holds clear animosity
or prejudice against other races. Then, factoring in the current percentage of racial and ethnic representation across various leadership
roles, it becomes clear why people of color have a much different
perception of the level of racism that exists in our culture than most
white people do:
** If you’re one of the 83.5 million people who take out some
type of loan each year, chances are you’ll deal with a white
loan officer 84% of the time. That means if you’re a white
person seeking a loan, you have a 3% likelihood of running
into a loan officer who is a person of color and happens to
have overt anti-white feelings. If you’re a black person seeking a loan, you’ll have a 13% likelihood of running into an
(C) 2020 Jeff James, published by Broadleaf Books. Not for resharing or selling without permission.
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actively racist loan officer. That means a black person is five
times more likely than a white person to run into an overtly
racist loan officer.
** A citizen of color is eight times more likely than a white citizen to be living under the governance of a public official with
a racial bias against them. Of course, with the severe segregation of many U.S. cities, this estimate could differ greatly with
public officials, such as city councils or mayors, who may or
may not reflect their community’s demographics.
** In the workplace, an employee of color is nine times more
likely to be working for a CEO (of any company size) who
doesn’t believe he or she is equal. If you work in a Fortune
500 corporation in which only .6% of CEOs are people of
color, your chances as a person of color of working for a racist top executive stand at 16%. If you are a white person in a
Fortune 500 company, your likelihood of working for someone biased against your race is .1%. If you consider all 17
million managerial roles, a person of color is five times more
likely to work for a racist.
** A patient of color has an 11% probability of being treated
by a white doctor who is biased against them; a white person
has a 5% probability. While that’s only about two times more
likely, the wild card here is that a much higher proportion of
doctors than the general population in the United States are
Asian. So, if you look more specifically at African American
patients, that patient population is twelve times more likely to
experience a racist white or Asian doctor than a white person
is. When you consider the average person visits a doctor three
times a year, that’s a lot of potential bias in the healthcare
system.
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** A K–12 student of color has a 13% probability of being
taught by a teacher who holds clear racial or ethnic bias
against them; a white child has only a 2% chance of encountering such a teacher.
** A citizen of color is about six times more likely to engage a
white law enforcement officer who is biased against them,
than a white citizen is likely to run into a biased cop or judicial official.
Of course, these are all very rough estimates. Great differences
could be experienced depending on the racial makeup of a given
neighborhood or region. Also, it’s important to remember that the
16% racist estimate in a given racial group doesn’t really do the exercise justice; that’s only the number who are overt in their racism. It
doesn’t factor in more moderate racist tendencies, which can still factor consciously or subconsciously into how people get treated. Even
with these conservative estimates, is it any wonder our perceptions
are so different about racial equality in America?
Studying (and agonizing over) the implications of these statistics
and historic realities wasn’t enjoyable for me (nor would it likely be
for any white person confronted with them). I can understand why
most don’t want to dive into this information and would prefer to
think that everything is equal today. Then I as a white person could
quite easily determine I have no responsibility to dismantle this tainted
system that benefits those who look like me, but systematically limits
everyone else.
It turns out that guilt doesn’t sit well with happiness. And don’t
we all want to be happy? Embracing truth that steals my happiness
has a built-in disincentive. At the same time, researchers have proven
that guilt is a powerful motivator for people to take action to make
things right if they see the correlation between their own actions
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and harm done toward others. If we deny the direct responsibility of
maintaining a system that benefits “our people” to the detriment of
others, we feel no motivation to fix things. Psychologists have found
that after accepting responsibility, humans tend to work hard to purge
guilt and seek the satisfaction of pursuing restorative action.18
Soothing the pain of our realities is obviously tempting. Denying
the truth and blaming others are great tactics for minimizing guilt in
the short-term. However, working to solve the problem is the only
long-term, sustainable way to reset our inner selves to equilibrium. It’s
not about working off white guilt; it’s about working toward equal
justice and supporting other humans in their pursuit of the American
Dream. That’s the challenge and opportunity for all of us in our time.
I looked again at our family’s journey and compared it, first, to
the broader experience of white Americans, then, to the trends for
people of color. Of course, all mothers and fathers and grandmas and
grandpas want their own progeny to acquire the education and find
the economic opportunities that our family did. Yes, my grandma and
grandpa made sure their children were headed down the right path,
but the path clearly led to a reward that matched the sacrifice. For so
many others in American history, the path has been much steeper and
the odds far lower that the risks would lead to rewards. My children
and I are dually privileged: privileged to be part of the James family,
but also privileged to be in the dominant racial and cultural category
where those opportunities were far more tangible.
I felt proud of the one privilege, and I felt frustrated by the other.
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